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Feature Release – April 8, 2021
BeyondInsight is BeyondTrust’s platform for centralized management, reporting, and
threat analytics for Privilege Access Management (PAM). It delivers unmatched
visibility and control over privileged access activity, simplifies deployment, automates
tasks, improves security, and reduces privilege-related risks.
See the release notes for details.

New Feature Highlights
Global Policy for Privilege Management for Windows & Mac (PMWM)
In BeyondInsight, customers use Smart Rules to dynamically group assets (agents) and
to deliver policy to them. Because assets can belong to multiple Smart Rules, a policy
assignment conflict can occur.
With Global Policy enabled, BeyondInsight serves all policies across all applicable Smart
Rules. This feature allows the PMWM agent to know the order in which to process all
the policies assigned to it, regardless of the number of Smart Rules the asset belongs to.
This feature introduces new flexibility to process all policies, while removing potential
policy assignment conflicts.
Policy Auditing for Privilege Management for Windows & Mac
With this release, the PMWM standalone policy editor will now log what policy was
edited and by whom. These audit events are captured and displayed by BeyondInsight
under the existing User Audits grid.
Optimized Analytics & Reporting (A&R) Home Screen
As part of our initiative to continually improve the user experience, we have optimized
the display of reports in “Analytics and Reporting.” We have removed extra clicks and
screens and now allow the user to go directly to the report browser. This new navigation
path saves time and enhances productivity.

About BeyondTrust
BeyondTrust is the worldwide leader in Privileged Access Management (PAM), empowering
organizations to secure and manage their entire universe of privileges. Our integrated products
and platform offer the industry's most advanced PAM solution, enabling organizations to
quickly shrink their attack surface across traditional, cloud, and hybrid environments.
The BeyondTrust Universal Privilege Management approach secures and protects privileges
across passwords, endpoints, and access, giving organizations the visibility and control they
need to reduce risk, achieve compliance, and boost operational performance.
Our products enable the right level of privileges for just the time needed, creating a frictionless
experience for users that enhances productivity.
With a heritage of innovation and a staunch commitment to customers, BeyondTrust solutions
can easily deploy, manage, and scale as businesses evolve. We are trusted by 20,000 customers,
including 70 percent of the Fortune 500, and a global partner network. Learn more at
www.beyondtrust.com.

